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this method will only net you 50 free apex coins but that
can make a difference if you don t have enough coins you
also have to spend 950 apex coins to get the battle pass
and you can do so by trying out the methods listed above
however you can make your money back and get fifty
extra apex coins by ranking up to level 97 these are all
free for apex players however you ll require a paid
subscription to access these items as a game for free isn
t surprising to find an exclusive currency that can be
purchased using real world money apex coins can be
used to purchase apex legends currency players can buy
1 000 coins at 9 99 or 11 500 coins at 99 99 origin access
and ea access players each get discounts of 10 percent
when purchasing apex coins apex packs can also be
used to provide players with voice lines that they can be
used as characters or to announce the start of matches
have you heard about the reward sites that give you gift
cards for the credit points you earn well let us give you an
insight into it various sites offer apex coin gift cards in
exchange for performing simple tasks through their sites
you can view all the tasks on the homepage of the
website so choose your preferred tasks and start
acquiring points absolutely not putting your precious time
to such sites will only get you into trouble these coin
generator sites mainly focus on gathering personal
information from gamers also sites like these will make
you complete surveys and tasks however you will not get
anything in return or maybe you will infect your system
with malware
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